NOTES: VALID UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

1. GENERAL:
   a. PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SEE MOLEX DOCUMENT: PS-34752-001
   b. PACKAGING SPECIFICATION PER MOLEX DRAWING: PK-31300-635
   c. APPLICATION SPECIFICATION SEE MOLEX DOCUMENT: AS-34752-001
      APP. SPEC. CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
         •  APPROPRIATE TERMINALS TO BE USED
         •  PLR / CPA USAGE
         •  MATING INTERFACES
   d. DATE CODE: FIRST TWO DIGITS IS CALENDAR YEAR,
      THIRD THRU FIFTH DIGIT IS DAY NUMBER OF THE
      CALENDAR YEAR (FEB. 3RD, 2003 = 0341)
   e. PARTS MUST BE IN COMPLIANCE TO MOLEX CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR
      PRODUCTS AND PACKAGING SPECIFICATION: ES-40000-5016
   f. DATA MUST BE SUBMITTED UNDER THE MOLEX PART NUMBER TO IMDS
      (COMPANY ID#13255)

2. DESIGN - MATERIALS:
   a. HOUSING: SPS/NYLON BLEND, 20% GLASS FILLED, 20 % MAX REGRIND
      COLOR: SEE TABLE
   b. TPA: SPS/NYLON BLEND, 20% GLASS FILLED, 20 % MAX REGRIND
      COLOR: NATURAL
   c. CPA: PBT 30% GLASS FILLED, 20% MAX REGRIND
      COLOR: RED
   d. PERIMETER SEAL: INHERENTLY LUBRICATED SILICONE, 50 DUROMETER
      COLOR: DK BLUE

3. PACKAGING: IN THE EVENT THAT INERT IS FOUND IN THE SEATED (FINAL
   LOCK) POSITION, REFER TO MOLEX SPECIFICATION PS-34646-001,
   AVAILABLE AT WWW.MOLEX.COM

ASSEMBLY NUMBER        KEYING OPTION        COLOR        CPA        STATUS        MODEL NUMBER

34752-0200    A        BLACK        SALEABLE        EM-34752-020
34752-0201    B        LT. GRAY        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-021
34752-0202    C        DK. GRAY        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-022
34752-0203    D        STONE GRAY        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-023
34752-0204    A        BLACK        X        SALEABLE        EM-34752-024
34752-0205    B        LT. GRAY        X        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-025
34752-0206    C        DK. GRAY        X        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-026
34752-0207    D        STONE GRAY        X        CONCEPT ONLY        EM-34752-027